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The ONIKUMA K10 Headphones.
ONIKUMA K10 headphones are an ideal choice for gaming enthusiasts, enthusiasts of unique design and people who appreciate comfort
and  excellent  quality.  These  headphones  will  be  reliable  companions  in  any  adventure,  guaranteeing  excellent  sound experience  and
comfort. For unparalleled comfort, the ONIKUMA K10 headphones feature a padded headband that gently rests on the head, and shape
memory foam pads. These pads are made of soft and tactile eco-leather that not only provide comfort, but are also easy to clean. These
headphones are equipped with a great quality geometric shaped microphone that features noise cancellation. This allows your team to
hear you clearly, regardless of the environment, ensuring smooth and effective communication during gameplay.
 
Superior Sound Quality
The  ONIKUMA  K10  headphones  impress  not  only  with  their  looks,  but  especially  with  their  sound  quality.  Equipped  with  powerful
50-millimeter speakers, they offer superior sound that takes you right into the middle of the action. Now you can experience adventures
at  a  higher  level  and  achieve  success  in  games  even  more  easily.  Regardless  of  the  situation,  no  murmur  will  surprise  you.  The  K10
headphones  perfectly  synchronize  sound  with  image,  which  is  crucial  during  intense  moments  of  gameplay.  Knowing  that  sometimes
only fractions of seconds decide, you can be sure that this device will not leave you behind. Feel confident in the competition, knowing
that every sound and reaction is accurately reproduced, enabling you to achieve perfect results.
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Clear Communication
In  the  gaming  world,  effective  communication  with  your  team  is  the  key  to  success.  The  ONIKUMA  K10  headphones  realize  this  and
enable  you  to  talk  freely  and  clearly.  The  microphone  on  these  headphones  is  precise  -  it  has  a  noise  cancellation  function  that
eliminates  background  noise  to  make  your  conversations  clear.   This  makes  effective  communication  the  cornerstone  of  any  gaming
collaboration and strategy.
 
Exceptional Comfort
The ONIKUMA K10 headphones are designed for experienced gamers who spend hours on games where the fate of a character is crucial.
That's why the headband of the headphones has been uniquely padded with eco-leather cushions with a pleasant texture. This carefully
selected material not only provides softness to the touch, but also durability for long-term use. The cushions located on the left and right
handsets are also covered with the same pleasant-to-touch eco-leather. 
 
Unique design 
The geometric design and sturdy build of the ONIKUMA K10 headphones is complemented by a glowing logo and illuminated mesh on
both headphones to make you enjoy using them even more. 
 
Set contents 
Headphones with microphone
Manual
Adapter
	Brand 
	ONIKUMA
	Model 
	K10
	Color 
	Black 
	Speaker size 
	50mm
	Impedance 
	32 Ω± 15%
	Sensitivity
	105 ± 3dB
	Frequency
	20Hz - 20KHz
	Microphone
	6.0x2.7mm
	Microphone sensitivity
	-42 ± 3dB
	Microphone impedance 
	

Price:

Before: € 21.5004

Now: € 17.99
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